Public Repair Station Locations
(7 on main campus, 1 in WW Village):

1. **UCLA Bike Shop**: Just outside the UCLA Bike Shop
2. **Strathmore**: In front of the Strathmore Building on the west side of Westwood Plaza; just north of the Police Station
3. **Covel**: Adjacent Sproul Hall on the Hill. Behind Drake Stadium.
4. **LuValle**: In front of Dodd Hall, south of LuValle Commons
5. **PS9 (pump only)**: Across CEY South from CHS, south of PS 9, on the northernmost inverted-U-bike-rack
6. **100 Medical Plaza**: West of 100 Medical Plaza, south of Reagan, and just east of the stairway between Reagan and 100 Medical Plaza
7. **Sunset Rec**: In front of the turnstile at the main entrance and next to bike racks
8. **Schoenberg**: East of Inverted Fountain, south of Schoenberg Hall
9. **Hammer Museum**: Enter the parking structure from Westwood Plaza and proceed as though you are going to descend to the second level of underground parking; the pump/stand is on the ramp between the two levels.